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Abstract 
 
This study empirically verifies the effect of experiential elements on the level of 

engagement. The elements are an Audio Guide, VR Goggles, Touchscreen and a Video 

Screen. The conceptual model is based on literature from customer experience, sport 

tourism and service dominant logic informed engagement. Nostalgia and Emotion are 

identified as important mediators in the model. The research was done in a real life 

setting of the Johan Cruijff ArenA stadium tour, the home of football club Ajax. The 

research findings show a significant mediating effect of nostalgia on engagement for the 

majority of the experiential elements. Also the use of more elements by visitors have a 

significant effect on engagement and is mediated by nostalgia. These findings provide a       

fruitful direction for sport marketing and customer experience professionals to design 

coherent and memorable experiences in this highly competitive environment. 

 

Keywords:   Experience design, Engagement, Stadium Tours, Nostalgia, Emotion
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Introduction 

 
Millions of people all over the world are connected by the immense power of 

professional sports and entertainment. It is in the joy and excitement of seeing history in 

the making, witnessing greatness, and in the process of overcoming cultural and social 

differences. It strengthens personal and group identity and shows us what you can aspire 

for. Because of its global cultural power Sport and Entertainment industries are big 

business where also the lines between the two industries are blurring for years2. This 

convergence of industries is strengthened by the growth of Sport tourism that provides a 

growing opportunity for Sport and Entertainment businesses to become actively part of a 

brand. Fierce competition is one of the key attractions for the fans to sports and it is also 

reflected on the business sides. However, in order to stay ahead of the competition and 

stay competitive as a brand, innovation in all parts of the offering is key to survival.  

 

1.1 Problem definition 

In the recent PWC Sports Survey 2019 (PWC, 2019) on the challenges for sports 

industry, 94% of industry leaders see innovation as ‘important’ to ‘very important’ for the 

organization. The biggest threats come from shifts of the public from traditional 

television consumption, access and popularity of alternative media formats and 

decreasing loyalty of fans. The success factors to enable innovation are believed to be in 

(1) having the right people to bring innovation (88.6%) and structure and strategy 

(78.6%). Knowledge about ways to innovate and how to make this sustainable in the 

 
2 For example, Business Wire estimates the value of the global Sports market at 614 billion US dollars 2022. 
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organization is essential to stay ahead of the curve. The digital realm is the main driver of 

growth in this industry, where e-sports, soccer, and basketball are believed to have the 

highest potential to grow revenue (PWC, 2019). But where to focus your innovation 

strategy on? The top three industry-wide opportunities are 1) improved fan engagement 

2) enhanced media offering (e.g. tech firms, OTT platforms, interactivity) and 3) 

improved live experiences. This is complemented by 50.5% of the respondents with great 

opportunities in ‘amateur sports participation and tourism’. So, sport brands need be part 

of the lives of not only their hardcore fans, but also invest in long-term commitment with 

a wider audience to stay ahead of competition. 

 

1.2 Experience as driver of engagement  

This focus on long-term commitment and valuable relationships is not only important for 

sport brands, in all market segments the emphasis on valuable engagement through 

customer experiences is on the rise (Pansari and Kumar, 2017; Gentile et al, 2007). The 

academic literature shows a convergence of several traditions like the meta theoretical 

Service Dominant logic (S-D logic) (Vargo and Lusch, 2004) and more meso and micro 

workings of customer engagement and customer experience (Brodie, 2011; Jaakkola, 

2014; Hollebeek, 2016). To create this long-term engagement the focus lies on the 

delivery of personalized and memorable experiences, so visitors can make a connection 

to their own identities and lives. The design of experiences uses all physical, sensory and 

context elements to create a coherent story with a recognizable theme or metaphor 

(Petermans, 2013; Alben, 1996; Carbone and Haeckel, 1994; Pine and Gilmore, 1998.) 

The right orchestration of all cues will address the visitor on the level of the senses, 
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cognition, emotion, behavior and social relations (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). These 

experiences are created in the digital and physical realm and are interrelated from a 

visitor or customers point of view, but could easily be mistaken for separate worlds from 

the viewpoint of a firm due to organizational silo’s or boundaries between business 

partners. It asks for a holistic and ecosystem focused view upon experience and 

engagement. But how does this relate to the microlevel of the design of experiences such 

as the physical journey of the powerful Stadium Tours? These stadium tours are a key 

asset to develop valuable relationships with the visitors because they are physically there 

to interact and experience the brand. The experience created during these tours is more 

directly under the control of the firms and can therefore be a great opportunity to develop 

ambassadors of the brand (Canvas8, 2018).  

The rise of digital technologies has created new ways to create coherent cues and address 

the personal experience levels, for instance using Virtual Reality, interactive touchscreens 

or audio and video content (Deloitte, 2016). As every part of a well-designed experience 

is expected to contribute to higher levels of engagement and therefor to overall value 

creation, the question arises what the effect of the specific experiential elements is and if 

this indeed leads to the expected engagement? Empirical research in this area is scarce 

and is therefore the focus of this thesis. To contribute to this field of study the following 

research question will be answered:  

 

In what way do digital experiential elements in the physical realm of stadium tours 

influence long-term commitment and value creation for stakeholders 
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1.3 Managerial contribution 

Considering the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead for firms operating in the 

Sports and Entertainment sector it is crucial to gain knowledge about the workings of fan 

experience and engagement (Canvas8, 2018; Dimensional Innovations, 2018). It is not at 

all certain that fans will come to visit stadiums in the near future all over the world with 

the rise of all kinds of digital alternatives. Better empirically informed decisions for 

professionals are needed to know what the fans desire and in what way chosen 

touchpoints (e.g. new digital services, media or channels) truly lead to the desired 

engagement. Knowing what you need to know is of crucial importance so that decisions 

for optimization of physical and digital journeys can be made rapidly and more effective. 

This thesis provides insights in some key constructs that have an effect on the levels of 

engagement in a specific physical journey (a stadium tour). Though specific it is a form 

of journey that is used by many stadiums all over the world to offer the visitors an 

opportunity to experience the history and greatness of yesterdays and todays heroes. 

Thereby it is a powerful moment in the total relationship with customers (fans), because 

this is one of the ‘moments of truth’ where they physically interact with the brand. 

Professionals can use these insights to create stronger touchpoints, narratives and 

cohesion to drive engagement and make more effective choices for resource allocation 

and stakeholder participation and stay ahead of the curve. 

 

1.4 Theoretical contribution 

This thesis contributes to the fields of service dominant logic informed engagement, 

customer experience and sports tourism. All though there are many theoretical and 
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conceptual articles (Venkatesan, 2017), empirical research into the workings of 

engagement and experience are still scarce. Especially at the level of an important part of 

fan engagement strategy for sports related industries the combination of research from 

Sport Tourism with experience and engagement literature from other domains provides 

an interesting lens to research this part of sports and entertainment. Since these 

experiences are created by multiple stakeholders, the view on engagement comes from 

the emerging S-D logic informed tradition of engagement theory. The presented 

constructs and research model provide a fruitful fundament for future research and 

practical implementation. 
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2 Literature review 
 
This study empirically verifies the effect of specific experiential elements on the level of 

engagement. This is done in a real life setting of the Johan Cruijff ArenA stadium tour, 

the home of football club Ajax. In this literature review a connection is made between 

experience literature and engagement literature. The theoretical fit is discussed between 

the two disciplines and broadened by taking a specific perspective on engagement via 

Service Dominant Logic as introduced by Vargo and Lusch (2004). As Hollebeek et al 

(2019, p162) state: “CE and S-D logic share a theoretical focus on interactivity with or 

between stakeholders (e.g., customers, employees), thus reflecting a significant 

conceptual fit of these perspectives, warranting their joint investigation.” This makes it 

possible to see engagement not only as a metric for firm performance, but more as a 

measure for added value in a business ecosystem. This is important for the specific 

business setting of Ajax and the Johan Cruijff ArenA because they are two separate 

businesses with separate goals, but also servicing for a big part the same customers.3 To 

understand the added value of the Stadium Tour in the total of digital and physical 

touchpoints and journeys a visitor has with the Ajax brand the field of Sport Tourism is 

explored to determine key concepts for the proposed conceptual model. 

2.1 Sport tourism  

Experiences are at the heart of the entertainment business and sports (Holbrook and 

Hirschmann, 1982). The cognitive and emotional elements of personal experience are 

 
3 https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/achter-de-schermen-knetterde-het-tussen-ajax-en-de-arena~bc235d8c/ (in Dutch) and 
https://www.johancruijffarena.nl/organization/organization.htm 
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directly and explicitly targeted by the main product like a soccer match or a music 

concert. Main motivations to go to sporting events are for example categorized by the 

Sport Fan Motivation Scale (SFMS) of Wann (1995): Eustress, Self-Esteem, Escape, 

Entertainment, Economic/betting, Aesthetics, group Affiliation and Family. These 

motivations have a relation with expected emotional responses. Whochnowski defines the 

atmosphere in the context of sport as “the totality of emotionally appealing environmental 

stimuli in a defined space” (Wochnowski, 1996).  

After conducting four studies, Uhrich and Benkenstein (2010) found four major 

stimuli for spectators to come to a stadium. They were stimuli induced by the organizer, 

the spectators, game action and the stadium architecture. Spectators come to consume the 

live experience in a stadium environment because it stimulates all five senses, although 

they could easily stay at home and watch the game in high quality on a tv set (Lee et al, 

2012). These are all stimuli that work inside the stadium with the match as the main 

content and product. With the fast emergence of digital technologies, the focus also shifts 

to the implementation of “integrated and unique journeys to remember” (Atos, 2018). 

Additionally “data shows sports organizations leveraging gamification techniques and 

contextualizing spectator experiences can increase stadium attendance by 25% and time 

spent in merchandise stores by 45%” (Atos, 2018, p.3). It’s about personalized content 

for fans, new sponsorship models and data-driven strategies and partner ecosystems to 

create long-term commitments. 

Above stated motivations and drivers are related to the core product of sport 

clubs: the match. The research area of this thesis is directly related to this core product, 

but the characteristics of the Stadium Tour can be better described when looking at a 
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different focus area: sports tourism.   

There are scholars that make a difference between tourists that make trips related 

to sports with a primary focus on sport (sports tourists) and with a primary focus on 

tourism (tourism sportists) (Gammon and Robinson, 1997, 2003; Sofield 2003). Weed 

argues that Sport tourism is “arising from the unique interaction of activity, people and 

place.” (Weed, 2005, p234) in this way sport tourism is related to ‘but more than the sum 

of sport and tourism’ (p.234), and thus something that takes economic, social and cultural 

features into account. From a perspective of experience and engagement literature the 

elements of activity, people and place can be linked to experiential elements that an 

organization can orchestrate and the interactions it provides. Gibson (1998) describes 

three types of behavior in sport tourism: “1) actively participating (Active Sport 

Tourism), 2) spectating (Event Sport Tourism), and 3) visiting and, perhaps, paying 

homage (Nostalgia Sport Tourism)” (Gibson, 1998, p.49) Gibson comes to the following 

definition: “leisure-based travel that takes individuals temporarily outside of their home 

communities to participate in physical activities, to watch physical activities, or to 

venerate attractions associated with physical activities.” (p.49) The realm of ‘nostalgia 

sports tourism’ is a helpful lens to investigate the attractiveness of a touristic destination 

like a Stadium Tour. 

2.2 Stadium tour as nostalgia tourism 

Fairly (2003) gives a useful definition of nostalgia as ‘a preference (general liking, 

positive attitude or favorable affect) toward objects (people, places, experiences or 

things) from when one was younger or from times about which one has learned 

vicariously, perhaps through socialization or the media’. This nostalgia is also linked to 
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one’s own or group identity (Fairly and Gammon, 2005). Memory’s that are the basis of 

nostalgia come from different levels of subculture: the individual, social group or wider 

subculture. Nostalgia elements are strongly apparent in the creation of on-site museum in 

stadium’s where important moments and artefacts are displayed. Fairly and Gammon 

(2005) state: “The stadium tour has also been alluded to as an example of nostalgia-based 

sport tourism […] as they (stadia) represent huge emotional receptacles that contain in 

their very fabric the highs and lows of every matched played. For many, the tour 

represents an opportunity to be reminded of the great deeds of yesterday while offering 

an ‘authentic’ insight into areas otherwise preserved for the very privileged […].”  

Gammon and Fear (2005) describe the tours as a backstage experience. They analyze the 

Millenium stadium tour (Cardiff) to illustrate the experiences the visitors have. They 

state: “in simple terms stadium tours offer visitors the opportunity to enter and/or view 

areas otherwise reserved for the very few. They promise the ultimate backstage 

experience: to walk in the footsteps of the great and privileged whilst offering an 

insider’s view of what lies behind the scenes (Gammon, 2004)” (Gammon and Fear, 

2005, p243 – 244) The tours give an opportunity for both deeply committed fans and the 

general visitor to visit parts of the stadium that are “not normally accessible for general 

public, hear particular stories and narratives about the stadium (from technical features to 

stories about particular players or matches), as well as see some of the same spaces that 

their favourite athletes and teams occupy when playing at the venue” (Ramshaw and 

Gammon, 2010, p 90). Gammon and Fear (2005) suggest that stadium tours feed of 

visitor’s desires to experience the hidden or unseen. Many tourists are “motivated to 

access (physically, visually and/or audibly) the backstage in order to experience the way 
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it really is.” (Gammon and Fear, 2005, p244) 

Emotions and memory are at the basis of nostalgia (Gordon, 2013; Fairley and 

Gammon, 2005; Cho et al 2017; Lee, 2015) and seem to be primarily addressed by 

Stadium Tours in general. Gordon (2013) offers two interesting suggestions for future 

research that nicely align with this thesis: “Stadium designers, sport managers and sport 

tourism scholars could examine, for example, the influence that sportscape elements 

(Wakefield, Blodget & Sloan, 1996) such as stadium design, wayfinding signage, 

parking, and perceived crowding have in facilitating a topophilic or place experience to 

engender emotional energy for attendees and the role that plays in generating repeat 

attendance for both tourists and excursionists. Sport tourism scholars could also explore 

the extent to which specific sport sites, such as stadiums, play a significant, if not sacred, 

role within the lives of tourists and excursionists through an examination of individual 

and collective memory, perhaps by researching the increasingly popular practice of 

stadium tours” (Gordon, 2013, p233). 

 Emotion and Nostalgia seem to be important constructs that are part of the 

experience of a Stadium Tour. How do they relate to research fields of customer 

experience and are expected to lead to engagement? 

2.3 Customer experience  

Already in 1955 Lawrence Abbot stated: “what people really desire are not products but 

satisfying experiences” (Abbot 1955, p.40). The topic is “dynamic and multidisciplinary, 

and it requires multiple methods” (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). Several scholars (Lemon 

and Verhoef, 2016; Kannan and Hongshuang, 2017; Bolton et al, 2018) have delivered 

literature overviews and corresponding research agenda’s to “strengthen theory, 
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understanding and knowledge in this critical area of marketing” (Lemon, 2016, p89). 

Area’s that are identified as points of interest by Lemon and Verhoef (2016) are for 

example: Customer Journey analysis, design and management, Customer Experience 

Measurement, new techniques for data collection and analysis and Customer Experience 

Management.  

There are several perspectives to take on customer experience. 1) The perspective 

of the firm, where the firm creates the experience; 2) the perspective of the customer and 

3) the perspective of co-creation. This co-creation is between other customers and every 

actor in “a broader ecosystem, while recognizing the customer’s role in the co-

construction of the experience” (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016, p 70). The concept of co-

creation is also one of the fundaments of the Service-Dominant logic that was put 

forward by Vargo and Lusch in 2004 and revised in 2008. 

Bolton et al (2018) try to address this complexity by providing a framework for 

“innovations in customer experience at the intersection of the digital, physical and social 

realm” (p.776) for the year 2050. The research questions in the article comprise the 

dynamic capabilities and resources of a company, connectivity across the three realms, 

the blurring of participant roles and congruency across realms. This last topic leads to an 

interesting question that is the starting point of this thesis: “How can (and should) actors 

reconfigure offerings within a service network to improve congruency and fit, thereby 

enhancing the customer experience?” (p.795)  

From a customer perspective there are many factors at play that influence an 

individual’s personal experience. It involves cognitive, emotional, behavioral, sensorial 

and social components (Schmit 1999, 2003, Verhoef et al 2009). All of these have their 
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effects on how a person might experience an event in time. There is a difference between 

the intended and perceived experience. Where the first is the intention of the firm and the 

second is what happens in a person’s mind. These two not necessarily align. The internal 

processes of a customer are the broad research field of consumer psychology and 

behavioral economics where many constructs have been operationalized and validated to 

measure the ‘experience’.  

An important part of Customer Experience is that it has to do with moments a 

customer confronted with a firm (touchpoint) and that this happens over time. This is 

captured in the concept of the journey (Puccinelli et al, 2009) and leads to the following 

definition of Customer Experience by Lemon and Verhoef (2016): “Customer Experience 

is a multidimensional construct focusing on a customer’s cognitive, emotional, 

behavioral, sensorial and social responses to a firm’s offering during the customer’s 

entire purchase journey.” 

These studies are dominantly performed in a commercial environment with a 

focus on the purchase journey. It is about a product or service that is sold. Part of the 

experience is the external stimuli that trigger an emotional and/or physical reaction with 

the customer and helps in the purchase process. However, the focus on the purchase 

process alone is to shallow for understanding the relationship with the customer. This 

should be viewed from the broader perspective of engagement and value creation. 

2.4 Engagement 

The construct of engagement has been researched the last twenty years in a diverse field 

of disciplines. Brodie et al (2011, p265) provides an overview that comprises sociology, 

political science, psychology, educational psychology and organizational behavior. The 
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addition of engagement theory to experience literature is the focus on the creation of 

long-term sustainable relationships with customers. This approach is, as in experience 

literature, mainly focused on the actions of the company “building relationships with 

customers through programs aimed at getting individuals involved with and connected 

with their brands” (Vivek and Morgan, 2012, p128) Vivek et al (2017) state that “the 

Basis of Value” in traditional relationship marketing is in the “exchange of goods and 

services” whereas engagement takes the perspective of the creation of value in the “use of 

an offering, experiences of existing and potential customers and the process of co-

creation” and that outcomes are “experience-centric (exchange value determination is 

provisional upon experience)” (taken from table 1 in Vivek and Morgan, 2012, p129) . 

Vivek makes a direct link with the S-D logic: “the approach of Vargo and Lusch and 

Prahald and Ramaswamy suggests that relationship marketing research should address 

the experiences of both existing and potential customers, as well as the value 

configurations derived by these individuals and experiences” (Vivek and Morgan, 2012 

p129). Harmeling et.al (2017. p313) state that engagement marketing “has a twofold 

influence on long-term engagement (beyond participation in the initial initiative). First, 

engagement marketing can enhance the experience of the core offering, a key driver of 

customer engagement, by strengthening existing psychological connections to the core 

offering (e.g. task-based) and by building new, diverse connections (e.g. experiential). 

Second, both task-based and experiential engagement initiatives can drive long-term 

customer engagement by transforming the customer’s perception of the self in relation to 

the firm.” This is the perspective that also puts the Stadium Tour in the macro process of 

ongoing relationship building with individuals that identify with the brands involved in 
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the tour. The core offering is the sport activities and the tour is a physical moment where 

people come in direct contact with the brand that is created by stadium and club legacy. 

Venkatesan (2017, p290) makes the connection between the perspective of 

customer experience and engagement and the need for further research explicit: 

“I propose that academics and practitioners can benefit from combining the perspectives 

of customer experience (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016) and engagement literatures. I base 

this on the following process-based premise: Customer relationships evolve through 

different states that can be broadly categorized as acquisition, growth, retention, and win-

back. Customers engage in repeated journeys with the firm and their social networks in 

each state. This synergy between short-term experiences and the accumulation of such 

experiences that lead to progression in relationship states lead to different levels of 

customer engagement.”  

Venkatesan continues: “Current research has a good understanding of experiences 

from pre-purchase to post-purchase that can lead to repeated transactions and can 

maximize customer lifetime value (CLV). But the role of experiences in creating value 

for customers to advocate for a brand or provide information that can allow brands to 

develop better and newer products is unknown. Managing this multidimensional 

perspective on the customer experience and journey maps is exactly what is needed to 

develop customer engagement-based business models and processes.” (Venkatesan, 

2017, p290) 

 2.5 Emotion and Nostalgia as important mediators 

From a S-D logic informed engagement perspective the Stadium Tour is a very powerful 

physical journey that offers unique opportunities from a brand point of view to offer a 
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personal and memorable experience and actively contribute to a long-term commitment. 

This physical journey should contribute to recognizable themes of the main stakeholders 

with an emphasis on emotion and, based on Sport Tourism literature, nostalgic feelings 

(Gordon, 2013; Fairley and Gammon, 2005; Cho et al 2017; Lee, 2015). But what is the 

specific role of these variables in the construction of the physical journey?   

There is academical consent that emotion is key to (customer) experiences (Carù 

& Cova, 2003, Gentile, Spiller, & Noci, 2007; Jüttner, 2009; Pullman & Gross, 2004; 

Verhoef et al., 2009; Oh et al, 2007; Van Vliet, 2012). The design of experiences in a 

physical surrounding uses all physical context elements to create a coherent story with a 

recognizable theme or metaphor (Alben, 1996; Carbone and Haeckel, 1994; and Pine and 

Gilmore, 1998.) The orchestration of all cues in this theme address all senses of the 

visitor and lead to a higher emotion. To research the workings of experiential elements 

this research focusses on specific digital elements (cues or touchpoints) that are created in 

the Stadium Tour to create this coherent story. So, the chosen touchpoints that add to the 

coherent story and theme should also add to the level of emotion. Because experiences 

are also stated to be subjective by definition, the level of effect on emotion will probably 

differ per person. But it can be said that the experiential elements or touchpoints should 

have an effect on emotion and should have an effect on the level of engagement (as 

experience leads to engagement). Pullman and Gross (2004) use the experience axes of 

Pine and Gillmore (1998) to define the type of experiential elements in a physical space 

and the effect it has on basic emotions. The axes are active or passive participation of the 

visitor, and abortion or immersion. They look at the relationship between experiential 

elements and loyalty and they look at the mediating role of emotion. The outcome of their 
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research shows that in the setting of circus some experiential elements affect loyalty 

directly, most are strongly mediated by creating certain emotional response. Interestingly 

enough they find that Sensory elements like interactive heads, video’s and photo’s do 

affect loyalty, but is not mediated by emotion. Interaction with the main characters (and 

thereby feeling part of the show) is the variable with the strongest effect on basic emotion 

and loyalty (Pullman and Gross, 2004). For this research the mediating role of basic 

emotion is part of the conceptual framework to verify the findings of Pullman and Gross 

and because of the comceptual model of Pansati and Kumar discussed next. 

Pansari and Kumar (2017) take emotion as the key concept for their Customer 

engagement framework. Where satisfaction leads to re-purchase, and thus Customer 

Lifetime Value (CLV), and a positive emotion is hypothesized to have a direct positive 

relation with indirect engagement metrics focused on the willingness to influence, refer to 

friends and family and share knowledge. They are operationalized in Customer Influence 

Value (CIV), Customer Refferal Value (CRV) and Customer Knowledge Value (CKV). 

 It is clear that the level of felt emotion play a big part of the success of digital and 

physical experiences. For the added value of the Stadium Tour in creating long-term 

commitment for the involved stakeholders Nostalgia is also expected to have an 

important influence. The link with experience and engagement literature is made by 

hypothesizing that nostalgia, just like emotion, is an important mediating variable for the 

level of engagement. The stimuli that evoke those emotions and feelings of nostalgia are 

the touchpoints that are present in the physical journey of the Johan Cruijff ArenA 

Stadium Tour. How do these affect levels of emotion and nostalgia to drive engagement? 
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3 Hypotheses and conceptual framework 
 

This chapter outlines the proposed hypotheses to answer the research question. It includes 

the conceptual framework in which the relation between the variables are explained. 

3.1 Variables 

The Stadium Tour of the Johan Cruijff ArenA is a typical stadium tour that fits the 

descriptions earlier. To make this visit more memorable and create a long-term 

commitment with the diverse group of visitors the focus on creating the right type of 

experience becomes more prominent. The use of different experiential elements 

(touchpoints or cues) during the tour is thought to contribute to the overall experience of 

the tour. From the above reviewed literature, it can be concluded that there is a theoretical 

fit between experience and the level of engagement. Important constructs that are part of 

the subjective experience of the visitor are created by the level of basic emotions and the 

level of nostalgic feelings. Both are addressed in the literature about tourism and 

experience. The use of digital touchpoints seems to provide advantages for a more 

personal appeal on these constructs because of their interactive and personalized nature. 

There is a difference though in the role the digital touchpoints have in the total journey of 

the tour. One touchpoint is available for the total duration of the tour and is an addition or 

substitute for the real-life guide: the Audio Guide. Via the Audio Guide visitors can listen 

to the story of the Johan Cruijff ArenA that is largely similar to what the human guide 

tells, but additionally it can be listened in different languages and shows some extra 

material. It is played on visitors own phone and the narrative can be chosen by the visitor. 

Other digital touchpoints can be experienced on fixed moments during the tour. These are 
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1) Virtual Reality goggles that shows a 3600 movie of the entrance of Ajax players into a 

full stadium, it places the visitor in between the players. 2) A Touchscreen where visitors 

can choose historic video content about Ajax. 3) A linear video presented with Ajax 

content. As can be concluded from the literature review a direct relationship between 

experiential elements and engagement can be expected, but with a mediation of emotion 

and nostalgia. This means that visitors using one of the touchpoints will have a higher 

positive emotion and feelings of nostalgia which results in higher levels of engagement as 

opposed to visitors that do not interact with the touchpoints. Furthermore, the control 

variables (Age, Gender, Level of fanness, Purchase time and Country of residence) will 

be taken into account as well. 

3.2 Conceptual framework and hypotheses 

The conceptual framework is shown below and leads to the corresponding hypotheses.  

Figure 1 Relationship between experiential elements and engagement with mediating variables emotion and nostalgia 

 

 

The following three hypotheses will be tested for the four focal experiential elements: 

Audio Guide (a), VR (b), Touchscreen (c) and Video screen (d). Additional these 
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hypotheses are tested for visitor groups using less elements (0,1,2) or more (3 or 4). 

 

For the direct effect the following hypothesis is formulated: 

H1a,b,c,d: Visitors interacting with digital experiential elements will have higher 

engagement levels with Johan Cruijff ArenA and Ajax than visitors not using the 

elements. 

 

For the mediation effect by emotion the second hypothesis is formulated: 

 

For the mediation effect of nostalgia, the third hypothesis is formulated: 

H3a,b,c,d: The positive relationship between the tour and engagement is mediated by 

feelings of nostalgia. Visitors interacting with digital experiential elements are 

expected to have a higher engagement due to stronger feelings of nostalgia. 

 

 

 

H2a,b,c,d: The positive relationship between the tour and engagement is mediated by 

basic emotions. Visitors interacting with digital experiential elements are expected to 

have a higher engagement due to stronger basic emotions. 
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4 Data and Method 

4.1 Research design 

This study uses a survey strategy with questionnaires to explain the relation between 

digital experiential elements and the level of engagement with a sports venue and sports 

brand. A cross-sectional design was used to compare different groups during a period of 

time in the context of the Johan Cruijff ArenA Stadium Tour. A questionnaire was 

designed using known scales form academic literature and context specific control 

variables. Secondary data from the Audio Guides data collection system was used to 

determine the right moment for data collection and the preferred languages for the 

questionnaires. A pretest was performed with five colleagues from Amsterdam UAS to 

determine the time needed for completion of the two parts of the questionaire. This was 

around three minutes in total. The pre-test resulted in rephrasing two questions in to one 

for the first part (“I pay a lot of attention to anything about soccer (national and 

international leagues)”). In the second part one question was deleted because of its 

similarity with another question (“I love talking about Johan Cruijff ArenA and Ajax”). 

This to keep the questionaire as short as possible. The questionaire was conducted with 

the help of several students from the AUAS in the real life setting of the Stadium Tour. 

The instruction for the fieldwork can be found in Appendix 4 (in Dutch). 

4.2 Sample 

From visitor numbers provided by Johan Cruijff Arena it is clear that 198.904 people 

visited the Stadium tour in 2019. For December 2019 this was 16.910 visitors (December 

2018: 10.354). There are strong peaks during holidays and in the summer period. To 
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select a representative sample a purposive heterogenous sampling technique was used. 

The sample consisted of visitors to the Johan Cruijff ArenA Stadium Tour in the period 

13 December 2019 – 19 December 2019. This period was chosen because the tours 

offered during this period represented tours offered all year round. During holiday season 

the Johan Cruijff ArenA brings in special thematic changes that could have an influence 

on the overall experience. The participants were informed by the tour guide that they 

could participate in the research after which they were offered the first part of the 

questionnaire and a participant specific number to keep until the end of the tour. At the 

end of the tour they were asked to fill in the second part of the questionaire and hand over 

the ticket with the number. Every half an hour a new group started with a dedicated tour 

guide or as a self-guided group.  

After collecting the questionaires, the two corresponding parts were stapled together and 

kept sorted per collection date. A first selection of correct questionaires was made by 

sorting out correspondents that only filled in the first part and not fully completed 

questioniares. These where put aside and not taken into account for the next step. The 

respondents were allowed to stop participating at all time. 

To make the physical data accessible for data analyses in the Statistical Software 

Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), the data had to be converted to a digital file. For this 

purpose, a digital version of the questioniare was created using Qualtrics online survey 

software as provided by the University of Amsterdam. Two extra fields were created to 

register the case number and the date of collection. All stapled combined questionaires 

were entered into Qualtrics by hand in a team of two people on 29 December 2019 and 3 

and 4 January 2020.  
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During data entry a second selection was made by taking out questionaires that 

were not complete. Most of the time this meant respondents had forgotten to fill in the 

backside of the second part or the answers were not clear. For example a mother and son 

filled in the questionaire together (two ages were mentioned) or two scores were filled in 

for one question. This was done with a visual inspection before entering the data. These 

were put aside as well. Despite the visual inspection some questionaires that weren’t 

complete were entered into Qualtrics. These were mostly missing the second page of the 

second part and were excluded from analysis.  

In total 156 cases were excluded from analysis. 105 cases during visual inspection 

before entering in Qualtrics and 51 after data entry (14 fully missing part two of the 

questionaire and 37 missing some questions of part two). A total of 419 completed cases 

remain for analysis. For this selection the choice was made not to exclude cases that 

didn’t answer all the questions of the first part that included the control variables. 

Appendix 1 lists all descriptives of the sample. 

 

4.3 Measurement of variables	

Translation procedure 

All items in the questionaire were taken from English studies. Since the population of 

visitors to the stadium is very diverse in nationality the English version of the 

questionaire was translated in Spanish, Italian and Dutch. For the Spanish and Italian 

translations, a professional translation service was used. The Dutch version was 

translated by the writer of this thesis. The choice for these four language categories was 
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made from an analysis of the user data of the Audio Guide in previous months. In an 

overview of browser languages used in the period of the 1st August 2019 up until the 

27th October 2019, provided by service provider Nubart via Johan Cruijff ArenA, it 

shows that 31% is Italian, 25% is Spanish, 13% is German and 7% is French. It was 

chosen to serve the biggest language groups with a questionaire in their own language 

and serve the other languages with English. This was also based on personal experience 

of the level of English vocabulary for Italian and Spanish speakers. For the Dutch 

speaking group there was a Dutch translation. All versions of the questionaire can be 

found in Appendix 3. 

 

Emotion 

The scale is based on the research of Pullman and Gross (2004) on experience design 

elements and emotions and loyalty in a circus context. They use items from the PANAS 

scale (Watson et al. 1988) and Mano’s domains (1991). This leads to a set of 6 emotion 

items (Cronbach’s alpha = .929). Respondents, in the Pullman and Gross (2004) study, 

were asked to express their level of agreement on a 5-point scale (1=strongly disagree to 

5= strongly agree) to statements as “overall, the VIP experience made me feel…”. This 

was changed into “overall, the Stadium Tour made me feel…”. The scale was changed 

into a 7-point Likert scale to align all questions. 

 

Nostalgia 

Cho (2014) has created a nostalgia measurement scale for sport tourism. It consists of 5 

nostalgia dimensions with in total 31 items. The dimensions are: nostalgia as Sport Team 
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(5 items, Cronbach’s Alpha = .903), Nostalgia as Environment (4 items, Cronbach’s 

Alpha = .870), Nostalgia as Socialization (6 items, Cronbach’s Alpha = .846), Nostalgia 

as Fan identity (7 items, Cronbach’s Alpha = .927) and Nostalgia as Group Identity (9 

items, Cronbach’s Alpha = .938). These are asked with “my pleasant feelings from the 

past are evoked by….” Using a 7-point Likert scale from 1=strongly disagree to 7= 

strongly agree.  

For this questionaire it was chosen not to incorporate the items that deal with 

Nostalgia as Environment because those items seem to focus more on music and 

appearance during a sports match. For the four remaining dimensions two items were 

chosen that were most appropriate to the situation of the tour. After a pre-test with 

employees of the AUAS it was decided to take out one more item of Nostalgia as 

Socialization (“brought back positive memories of building friendships with others…) 

and Nostalgia as Group (“made me think of experiences of group bonding…”). The items 

focused on the sports related activities that were held in the Johan Cruiijff ArenA and not 

on concerts or other activities to keep a clear focus. In the end 6 items in the questionaire 

covering 4 dimensions. 

 

Engagement 

The concept of engagement is described as a multidimensional construct. For this 

research the perspective on Engagement is followed from S-D logic informed 

engagement. Therefore, a scale was chosen that contributes to that tradition. Pansari and 

Kumar in their 2017 article “Customer engagement: the construct, antecedents and 

consequences” provide a conceptual framework for the relationship between customer 
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engagement variables. The engagement variables are classified in ‘direct contribution’ 

and ‘indirect contribution’ to the firm. All items are measured at a 5-point Likert scale 

with 1= strongly disagree, and 5 = strongly agree. 

In this research direct contribution is not taken into account because it covers 

purchases and re-purchases. This data was not available. Indirect contribution is 

measured via three dimensions: Customer Referral Value (CRV), Customer Influence 

Value (CIV) and Customer Knowledge Value (CKV). The scale development for these 

constructs has been discussed in the article of Kumar and Pansari (2016). CRV are 

incentivized referral initiated by the firm. The referral helps attract customers that are 

otherwise not attracted via usual marketing channels. It consists of 4 items (Cronbach’s 

Alpha = 0.874). CIV has to do with reviews and shared information on social media 

platforms. It consists of 4 items (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.810). CKV uses the knowledge 

and feedback of customers to improve the product and services. Knowledge sharing and 

positive influence on social media and with friends are important as a measure for 

engagement. Also 4 items (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.83). The dimension of referral in the 

Pansari (2015) measurement scale or not directly suitable for the Stadium Tour context, 

because referral is not actively pursued with monetary incentives, these questions are 

rephrased. Of course, the direct referral to friends and family are still a strong indicator 

for future visits. Also, the tour doesn’t have any opportunity or incentive to share 

knowledge or share eWOM on social media channels directly, so the questions was 

rephrased to find out the behavioral intentions of the visitors towards the use of social 

media channels. Each item related to both Ajax and Johan Cruijff ArenA. With exception 

of two of four items of the CIV dimension. Four items were used for the CIV dimension. 
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One item was asked twice “the tour makes me part of …. and I will mention it in my 

conversations” This was done for Ajax and Johan Cruijff ArenA to find out if there is a 

difference. This is not the case (Q25: M: 5.42, SD: 1.55; Q26: M: 5.47, SD: 1.52) Also, 

this dimension has a reverse coded item the same as the Pansari scale: “I will not actively 

discuss Johan Cruijff ArenA or Ajax on any media”. In total 2 items were used for the 

CKV dimension The CRV dimension was measured with one item. The scale was 

changed to a 7-point Likert scale to be in line with the nostalgia scale. 

 

Control variables 

To make sure the influence of the experiential elements are measured, control variables 

have to be taken into account. It could be that visitors that are already highly engaged are 

more likely to choose the experiential elements and therefor the elements cannot be 

attributed to a probably higher engagement score. The variables are Age, Gender, 

Country of residence, involvement with soccer, Ajax and Johan Cruijff ArenA, number 

of previous visit and period of Purchase. For the variable ‘level of fanness’ Two items 

were taken from a scale developed by Vivek (2014): Conscious Attention (Cronbach’s 

Alpha = .87) and Enthused participation (Cronbach’s Alpha = .87) 
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5 Results 
 
In this section the statistical procedure is described followed by the results of the 

hypotheses testing. 

5.1 Statistical procedure 

The data was collected by means of a paper-and-pencil format questioniare. This 

questioniare was divided into two parts and distributed manually in the period of a week, 

in which five full days of the tour were covered from 9.00 till 17.00. The dates were: 13, 

14, 15, 16 and 19 December 2019. This included a full weekend (Saturday and Sunday) 

and three weekdays.  

All questioniares were exported from Qualtrics to a file that was imported in 

SPSS. The variable names and labels were modified to fit the questioniare, so all was 

straightforward for interpretation. The country codes were modified for unity since this 

was an open question and respondents could choose how to write this. Data was modified 

to correct for any remaining differences between versions.4 After that, the only reversed 

coded item (Question 24, rEngageCIV3) was recoded.  

Scale reliabilities, calculating scale means, descriptive statistics, skewness, 

kurtosis and normality tests were assessed. The basic emotion scale has high reliability, 

with Cronbach’s Alpha, = .929. The corrected item-total correlations indicate that all the 

items have a good correlation with the total score of the scale (all above .30). Also, none 

of the items would substantially affect reliability if deleted. The nostalgia scale also has 

 
4	After data entry, there were still some differences in the codes used. These were all unified (for instance, IT for Italy and NL for the 
Netherlands). After close inspection of the physical questioniares, a small error in the numbering of the questions was found that was 
consistent across all questioniares (each language). Question 18 had been taken out after the pre-test, but the numbering was not 
corrected (so after 17 came 19). This was corrected in SPSS so the total number of items is 30 instead of 31.	
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high reliability, with Cronbach’s Alpha, = .913. The corrected item-total correlations 

indicate that all items have a good correlation with the total score of the scale (all above 

.30). In this scale also, none of the items would substantially affect reliability if deleted. 

Only the engagement scale has some remarks. The overall scale has high reliability, with 

Cronbach’s Alpha, = .726. However, the corrected item-total correlations indicate that the 

recoded item (Question 24, rEngageCIV3) has a low negative correlation with the total 

score of the scale, -.172. When deleted the reliability of the scale will substantially go up, 

Cronbach’s Alpha, = .879. For further analyses, this item is excluded from the scale. 

Scale means were calculated for the variables basic emotion (EmotionTOT), nostalgia 

NostalgiaTOT), and engagement (EngageTOT). Dummy variables were created for the 

categories Gender, Country of residence and Moment of purchase. The binary categorical 

variables of Audio Guide (Yes/No), Touchscreen, Video screen and VR were recoded 

into 0 for no and 1 for yes since they were automatically put on 1 for yes and 2 for no 

when the data was imported into SPSS.5 

After running descriptive statistics and making histograms of all items, no outliers 

were found. For the control variable ‘times visited’ there are some high values (e.g. 50 or 

more), but these seem to be plausible considering the possibility of season cardholders for 

Ajax fans. The cases with such a high score all come from the Netherlands and have a 

high interest in Ajax. 

After these steps to clean the data, a correlation matrix was formed (Table 1) to 

see if there are direct linear relations between the independent, dependent and control 

 
5	The majority of respondents reported high levels for the main constructs of Emotion, Nostalgia and Engagement. The data are 
therefore negatively skewed. Emotion (Sk = -1.52), Nostalgia is (Sk = -1.174) and Engagement Sk = (-0.742). The Kurtosis has a high 
value for Emotion (Ku = 2.85) and Nostalgia (Ku = 1.92) and an acceptable level for Engagement (0.266). 	
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variables. After that the hypotheses were tested to find out the mediating role of Emotion 

and Nostalgia for the use of experiential elements on Engagement.  

 

5.2 Descriptive statistics sample 

An overview of all descriptive statistics can be found in appendix 1. The 419 respondents 

in the final sample reported 39 different countries of residence. The most reported 

countries were Italy (n=93, 22.2%), UK (n=86, 20.5%), The Netherlands (n=54, 12.9%) 

and Spain (n=34, 8.1%). The majority of respondents, 80.9% (n=339), are between the 

ages of 18 and 44. Of the sample more than two thirds (71.1%, n=298) reported to be 

male and 28.6% (n=120) reported to be female. 

More than half (53.7%) of respondents bought the ticket for the stadium tour on 

the same day in the stadium or via the website, 66 respondents (15.8%) purchased a ticket 

1 to 2 days before. 18 respondents (4.3%) 3-5 days before. 40 respondents (9.5%) 5-10 

days before and 64 (15.3%) purchased the ticket before 10 days. 

There is a hierarchy in the interest of the sample (level of fanness). The main 

interest is in national or international soccer leagues (question number 4) (Msoccer = 5.52, 

SDsoccer = 1.702), after that interest in Ajax football club (Majax = 4.18, SDajax = 1.671) 

and last interest into Johan Cruijff ArenA (MArenA = 3.18, SDArenA = 1.621) 

In total 63 respondents (15%) used the Audio Guide and 356 respondents (85%) 

did not. This was crosschecked with user data the Johan Cruijff ArenA provided and 

proved to be a viable amount (68 in total for the data collection period). The VR Goggles 

were used 293 times by the respondents (69.9%) and 126 respondents (30.1%) reported 
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not to have used is. Touchscreen was reported to be used by 161 respondents (38.4%) and 

not by 258 (61.6). The video was used by 274 respondents (65.4%) and not by (34.6%). 

 

Table 1 Sample size per experiential element 

  Yes No 
Audio 
Guide 63 356 
VR 293 126 
Touch 161 258 
Video 274 145 

 

To analyze the effect of the use of multiple experiential elements during the tour 

descriptives were made for these groups.  

Table 2 Sample size per number of elements used during the tour 

Number of 
elements used 

Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

0 50 11.9 11.9 11.9 
1 102 24.3 24.3 36.3 
2 139 33.2 33.2 69.5 
3 101 24.1 24.1 93.6 
4 27 6.4 6.4 100 
Total 419 100 100   
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5.3 Correlation results 

In Table 1 an overview of the descriptive statistics, correlations, and scale reliabilities are 

presented. The first evident thing is the absence of a significant correlation between the 

use of the Audio Guide and the variables: Emotion, Nostalgia, and Engagement. The only 

significant correlation that shows up in the analysis is a small negative one with the age 

group 35-44 (r= -.11, p< 0.05). 

There is a small significant correlation between the other digital touchpoints, VR, 

Touchscreen and Video with the assumed mediators, emotion and nostalgia, and the 

dependent variable engagement. With an exception for the correlation between VR and 

nostalgia. Although significant, the correlations are rather small. For example, the 

correlation for VR with emotion (r= .10, p<0.05) and engagement (r= .16, p<0.01).  

There is a high positive correlation between the hypothesized mediators and the 

dependent variable. These are for emotion and engagement (r= .58, p< 0.01) and for 

nostalgia and engagement (r= .61, p<0.01). There is also a high positive significant 

correlation between the two expected mediators: nostalgia and emotion (r= .53, p<0.01). 

The control variables show that the questions about the level of ‘fanness’ all have a 

significant positive correlation with the mediator and dependent variables. The strongest 

correlation is between the levels of fanness and nostalgia although still below r= .5. 

Gender has a correlation with the levels of fanness and Nostalgia. Where men have a 

higher score. 
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5.4 Hypotheses testing 

The conceptual model presented in this thesis hypothesized a relationship between the 

categorical binary variables representing the experiential elements (Audio Guide, VR, 

Touchscreen and Video) and the numerical variable ‘engagement’, that is mediated by 

‘basic emotion’ and ‘nostalgia’. Included in the analyses were the control variables for 

level of fanness and gender because of their significant correlations. For reporting the 

results, the conceptual model per experiential element will be described. First, the 

hypotheses per touchpoint are tested as if they are not connected.6 To get a more 

complete picture, the model is also tested for the following groups: visitors that use a low 

number of the experiential elements (0,1 or 2) and visitors that use a higher amount (3 or 

4). The group sizes can be found in table 2. 

 
6 From a statistical perspective it would be preferable to test all touchpoints simultaneously. Unfortunately, this is impossible within 
SPSS. As such, we analyze these independently, which should approximate the simultaneous results. We discuss this in the limitation 
section.  

Table 3 Correlation matrix with control variables, Mean, Standard Deviation and scale reliabilities 
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5.4.1 Mediation analysis of the experiential elements  

For each of the experiential elements a mediation analysis was done to see the isolated 

effects of the elements. The results are shown in the figures below and can be found in 

appendix 2. 

Figure 2 Direct, indirect and total effect sizes Audio Guide 

 

Figure 3 Direct, indirect and total effect sizes VR 
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Figure 4 Direct, indirect and total effect sizes of Touchscreen 

 

Figure	5	Direct,	indirect	and	total	effect	sizes	for	Video	

 

 

Table 4 (p.43) shows the summary of the results. The first hypothesis proposes a direct 

relationship between the use of the experiential elements and the level of engagement. 

Results from the regression analysis supports this direct effect (c’-path) for Audio Guide 

(b= 0.27, p = 0.04), VR (b = 0.27, p = 0.01) and Touch (b= 0.28, p= 0.00). The effect 

sizes are almost the same. Only for Video there was no significant effect. Thus H1a,b,c was 

supported for Audio, VR and Touch and H1d rejected for Video.  

Testing hypotheses two and three leads to a more diverse picture. For visitors 

using the Audio Guide or the VR, there is no significant effect on the two mediators. This 
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also means that there is no mediation for these two experiential elements and therefor 

H2a,b and H3a,b are not supported. Using the Touchscreen has a significant effect on 

Nostalgia (b=0.26, p = 0.02), but there is no significant effect on emotion. There is partial 

mediation in this model. Therefore H2c for Touchscreen is rejected and H3c is supported. 

For visitors using the Video screen there is a full mediating effect via Emotion (b=0.27, p 

= 0.002) and Nostalgia (b= 0.27, p = 0.01) and therefor H2d and H3d are supported. 

The total effect sizes are for all models significant and larger than the indirect 

effect sizes except for the Audio Guide that reports no significant total effect. The control 

variables also have significant predictive value on the different variables. Variable 

Fanness1 (Q3: attention to national and international leagues) has a significant effect on 

Emotion  (b=0.09, p= 0.002), which means that for every higher unit of attention to 

leagues the emotion level will go up by 0.09. There is no significant effect for the other 

levels of fanness. Also, gender has a significant effect on Emotion (b=-0.27, p= 0.007).  

The effect on nostalgia is for all levels of fanness significant. For Fanness1 b= 

0.20, p= 0.00, for Fanness2 b=-0.12, p= 0.006 and for Fanness3 b=-0.14, p= 0.002. This 

means that when a visitor is more into soccer in general, interested in Ajax and interested 

in the Johan Cruijff ArenA the feeling of nostalgia will be higher. The direct effects of 

Gender Fanness1 and Fanness2 on Engagement have no significant effect. Fanness3 has a 

significant effect with b= 0.17, p= 0.00. Meaning that people who are more into events at 

the Johan Cruijff ArenA in general are more engaged than others. 
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5.4.2 Mediation analysis when using more experiential elements 

Because the experiential elements are not used solitarily, an extra analysis is made to find 

out if there is a difference in effect when using less experiential elements opposed to 

more. The group with less was constructed with respondents (n=291)  that reported the 

use 0, 1 or 2 elements. The group with more experiential elements was constructed from 

respondents (n=128) that reported 3 or 4 elements. The results of the analysis can be 

found in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 Direct, indirect and total effect sizes for groups Less vs More 

 

 

This analysis shows a significant mediation for the visitors that use 3 or 4 experiential 

elements by nostalgia. The total effect (b= 0.53. p<0.01) is higher than the direct effect (b 

= 0.32, p<0.01), which implies that the effect on engagement is mediated by nostalgia. 

Emotion has no significant mediation effect. 
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5.5 Summary 

The following table shows which hypotheses are supported and which are rejected.  

Table 4 Hypotheses supported and rejected 

  Supported Rejected 

H1a,b,c,d: Visitors interacting digital experiential 

elements will have higher engagement levels with 

Johan Cruijff ArenA and Ajax than visitors not using 

the elements. 

Audio 

Guide (a), 

VR ( b),  

Touch (c) 

Video (d) 

H2a,b,c,d: The positive relationship between the tour 

and engagement is mediated by basic emotions. 

Visitors interacting with digital experiential 

elements are expected to have a higher engagement 

due to stronger basic emotions. 

Video (d) Audio Guide (a), 

VR ( b),  Touch 

(c) 

H3a,b,c,d: The positive relationship between the tour 

and engagement is mediated by feelings of nostalgia. 

Visitors interacting with digital experiential 

elements are expected to have a higher engagement 

due to stronger feelings of nostalgia. 

Touch (c), 

Video (d) 

Audio Guide (a), 

VR (b) 

 

Additional visitors that use more experiential elements have a higher level of engagement 

which is mediated only by nostalgia. 
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6. Discussion 

This research set out to explain the relationship between different digital experiential 

elements and the level of engagement. Due to several influences that were not under the 

control of the researcher the results can be interpreted in a more exploratory manner. First 

the results will be discussed, followed by a discussion of the research design and the 

factors that might have influenced the findings. This part will end with some suggestions 

for further research. 

Both in business-oriented reports (PWC, 2019; KPMG, 2018) and academic 

literature the importance of a co-creative value adding relationship with the customers as 

one of the most important stakeholders is growing. Due to the possibilities of digital 

transformation the design of a direct to consumer (or direct with consumer) business 

strategy via all digital channels at hand is starting to become top priority in all business 

areas. This research focused on a business area were traditionally the relationship with 

customers is very strong even to the level of extreme fans, people who devote their live to 

a sports club. But also, these fans are more fluid in their commitment due to, for instance, 

an abundance of new and easy to reach forms of entertainment (PWC, 2019). These 

digital touchpoints can be online and offline. Many journeys are possible for a single 

visitor to interact with a firm or brand that involve physical encounters with digital 

services or digital online encounters with real-life interactions. The setting of this 

research was a physical journey with digital interactions, the Johan Cruijff ArenA 

Stadium Tour as part of a long and global relationship. It was hypothesized that these 

digital interactions positively influenced the experience and thereby effected the level of 

the intent for engagement. This physical journey is part of large network of journeys that 
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encompass interactions with different brands and stakeholders. The most important is 

Football club Ajax, but also other national and international leagues and of course concert 

organizers that create amazing experiences in the venue Johan Cruijff ArenA and add to 

the aura of the place.  

6.1 Effect of experiential elements on engagement 

The first hypothesis was analyzed for the four binary independent variables. It is part of 

the mediation model and describes the c’-path or direct effect. Three of the four tested 

models show a positive significant effect that supports this hypothesis. These are Audio, 

VR and Touch. Also, the amount of variance that is explained by the models is almost the 

same with 50%. Additionally an analysis was made for the effect when using multiple 

experiential elements. This also results in a higher significant effect of the group that uses 

more elements during the visit.  

It is interesting to see that mediators emotion and nostalgia also have a direct effect on 

engagement in the models with a bigger effect size than the independent variable. Only 

video doesn’t have a direct effect on engagement. This might be due to the limitations of 

this study, that are explained in the limitations paragraph. 

6.2 Emotions as a mediator 

The mediating variable emotion was included based upon the literature review of 

experience research. This hypothesis is only supported for the independent variable 

Video screen. The other variables do not report a significant effect on emotion. This 

could be explained by the nature of the content the touchpoints show the visitor. The 

video offers a moment in the tour to stand still and watch. It asks more of the 
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concentration of the visitor than the other touchpoints. And here as well the control 

variables probably play an important role, because when running the analysis without the 

control variables the a-paths turn out to be significant. A further analysis into the nature 

of the content could help explain this.  

6.7 Nostalgia as a mediator 

The mediating variable nostalgia was included in the model based upon the literature 

review about sport tourism. For two of the four independent variables indeed, there is a 

significant mediating effect of nostalgia on engagement. This is for visitors that use the 

Video screen and visitors that use the Touchscreen. Also using more experiential 

elements has a significant effect on the level of nostalgia.  

The Audio Guide and the VR goggles don not report a significant effect. This 

could be due to the content that is shown in the video and the touchscreen. Also, the more 

interactive nature of the touchscreen could contribute to this effect because visitors are 

able to choose their own Ajax related content from the past. Why this effect is not visible 

for the other two variables is discussed in the limitations paragraph. 

6.8 Indirect and total effects 

The model with Audio Guide as the predictor only shows direct effects of the predictor 

and mediator variables. For VR there is no indirect effect via the mediators, but the total 

effect size is higher than the direct effect size. This could indicate that next to the 

influence of the type of content shown in this touchpoint the variables could have 

different relations than proposed in the model. Maybe a moderating effect is more 

suitable for the two variables that have now been assigned as mediators. For Touchscreen 
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there is only a mediating effect measured for nostalgia and the total effect is larger than 

the direct effect. The model is partially explaining the relationship. The total effect of the 

mediation model for Video is significant (p < 0.01) and has an effect of b = 0.35. With 

the absence of a significant direct effect for Video there is a total mediating effect. For 

the analysis between the groups using less or more elements the total effect is also higher 

than the direct effect. It shows that the elements should be seen as part of a coherent 

theme and ad to each other during the journey of the Stadium tour. So, although all 

models have a different outcome it is clear that the chosen variables are useful constructs 

to pay attention to. 

 It was chosen from a digital business perspective to focus on the effect of the 

digital touchpoints in this offline journey on engagement, but ofcourse from experience 

point of view all elements (sensorial, physical, atmospheric, social, flow) interact with 

each other to create a specific experience. In this research some control variables were 

used to be more precise what the effect of the chosen touchpoints was, but many things 

could have influenced the findings.  

6.9 Theoretical contribution 

This research contributes to the field of customer experience management, engagement 

theory and sport tourism. First the field of customer experience management is discussed. 

This field of study is ever increasing (Verhoef, 2016). This study provides some insights 

into the workings of experience elements in the physical space. It was chosen to focus on 

digital elements (in different traditions also described as cues or touchpoints) because 

they have the ability to be interactive, personalized and deliver usage feedback to the 

firm. The models that are tested in this study underline the effect of these kinds of 
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elements on the level of engagement and suggest that investing in these kinds of elements 

could be fruitful. Since other experience researcher found mediating variables (Pullman, 

2004) some context specific variables were added. The hypothesis tests indeed reveal a 

mediating effect but it is not the same for every model. The contribution to engagement 

literature is in the fact of combining the field of experience and the work that is done in 

S-D logic informed engagement. It shows to be fruitful. The S-D logic informed 

engagement theories are focused on combining more insights into the value creation 

aspects of all involved stakeholders. To build upon this forming tradition the dependent 

variable engagement consists of dimensions and items from research in this field. These 

items focus on knowledge sharing, providing influence and direct referrals. These 

engagement dimensions are expected to be richer than more traditional ways of 

measuring engagement via loyalty intentions and satisfaction alone. The contribution of 

this research lies especially in the combination of experience literature, engagement 

literature and adding the context specific insights of sport tourism literature. The 

mediating and direct effects of the variable nostalgia is of great added value to gain more 

insights in the specific workings of experience in sports marketing and tourism studies. 

6.10 Managerial implications 

The contribution of this thesis to the professional field has several dimensions. The main 

contribution lies in the attention for the variable’s nostalgia and emotion. Especially 

nostalgia turns out to be a very relevant construct to use in the creation of experiences 

and to drive engagement in a sport tourism context. The analyses show a direct positive 

effect on engagement. Managers of stadium tours can use these insights to focus their 

theme, story and content more on nostalgic and emotion evoking elements. Since these 
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nostalgic feelings are also related to personal memories a great way to use the power of 

digital touchpoints lies in the personalization and interactive features. Providing visitors 

with more options to place the story of the specific stadium inside the own personal 

nostalgic feelings would probably affect the level of engagement in strong way. The 

knowledge sharing component of the engagement construct could prove to be a very 

important addition to invite visitors to provide options to add to the content of the 

experience by sharing personal histories and knowledge with the soccer club or stadium. 

This can be used as an important design principle for experiences for stadium tours as an 

important part of the whole brand strategy for soccer clubs and venues. Therefore, also a 

richer value-based definition of (fan) engagement based on S-D logic informed 

engagement theories provides clear starting points for engagements metrics and KPI’s to 

make the efforts more measurable and long lasting. 

6.11 Limitations and future research 

There seems to be enough potential in the outcomes of this research for design and 

performance measurement strategies and for future research. Nevertheless, some 

limitations must be taken into account. The cross-sectional observational research design 

provides only a snapshot of the visitor’s feelings towards the Jahan Cruijff ArenA and 

Ajax. As control variables the respondents were asked about their level of fanness for 

international and national leagues, Ajax and the stadium. Interest in the leagues proves to 

have the highest effect on the mediators and depended variable, but also Ajax and the 

stadium have an effect. This could implicate that the growing popularity of the Johan 

Cruijff Arena Stadium Tour is related to the success of Ajax in international soccer 

leagues and the related international media exposure. 2018/2019 proved to be a very 
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successful international year for Ajax. Probably the lower level of success in 2019/2020 

will have an effect on visitor numbers. That makes it even more important to focus on 

creating the right experiences to drive long-term engagement and natural growth.  

Another limitation to the cross-sectional design is the level of external influences. 

The chosen period of data collection was done to limit these influences. So, it was done 

before the Christmas holidays where a different theme would have influenced the main 

story line. But despite this choice, some modifications and other tests were done by the 

tour organization to try out some new layouts. This implicates that not all tour groups 

have walked the same route and could have had an influence on their overall experiences.  

The main limitations to this research was the assumption of the use and influence of the 

Audio Guide. The first limitation is that the use of the Guides was much lower than 

expected. Based upon statistics during the summer of 2019 a much higher number was 

expected. This also points to another limitation and that’s the nature of the Audio Guide 

compared to the other analyzed touchpoints (VR, Touch and Video screen). The Audio 

Guide can be purchased (as an upsell) before starting the tour for 2 euro’s and is 

additional or a replacement to the human guides. It provides the story of the Stadium and 

Ajax in five languages and the human guide only in two (English and Dutch). This also 

means that for Dutch visitors it is not interesting to get the Audio Guide because the tour 

is already offered in Dutch and are less likely to get into the sample, which leads to a 

biased sample selection. The other touchpoints don’t tell the main story, but are additions 

to the story, so they have a different function in the experience. This could be made more 

explicit with the use of journey maps. 
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To eventually reach a statistically interesting number of respondents for the group 

of Audio Guide users, an intervention was done with the organization of the tour. On two 

days of data collection all participants were offered to use the Audio Guide for free. This 

brought some technical problems to light: the provided headphones do not work on 

iPhone, so visitors need to bring their own. iPhone use proved to be high and the 

availability of own headphones proved to be low. In addition, a number of times users 

reported that the app did not work or stopped working. After scanning a QR code visitors 

could open a web-based app. This proved to be not so easy for everyone in the short 

amount of time before the start of the tour and many didn’t use it at all. Another 

limitation for the results of the Audio Guide is the two forms in which the tours are 

offered to visitors: Guided and Self-Guided. In the guided version visitors have a 

dedicated tour guide that takes the groups through the stadium, tells the story and 

interacts with the visitors. This is done on calmer days (less than 400 visitors). Visitors 

can use the Audio Guide as well to have the story in their own language, but it is less 

obvious because of the interactive nature the human guide offers. On crowdy days groups 

of visitors walk from point of interest to point of interest, where a guide tells them the 

story on that spot. The guides are not dedicated to the group but to the point of interest. 

This makes it more obvious to use the Audio Guide for a more coherent story and 

because of the less interactive nature. During sample collection only one day was of the 

self-guided nature. The days visitors where given a free Audio Guide were days with 

guided tours, so less need for the Audio Guide. So, although we see some effects of the 

group that used the Audio Guide in the analysis there are clear limitations for the 

interpretation of the results. For the other touchpoints this is much less the case. 
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Another limitation that has to be taken into account showed during the analysis. 

One reverse coded item was integrated in the dimensions of the engagement construct 

(Question 24, rEngageCIV3). The item was put in to detect acquiescence bias (‘yes-

saying’ bias). When checking scale reliabilities, the item proved to have a low negative 

reliability. When analyzing the scores on this item it shows that both extreme scores and 

the neutral score are chosen most. For the analysis the item was eventual taken out, but it 

would probably have been stronger to put in one or two more negatively coded items to 

have a clearer picture of this bias. 

For the variable Emotion a scale was used with six basic emotions taken from 

research by Pullman and Gross (2004). These are all positive emotions and it could be 

argued that this item set is to small to cover the complex nature of human emotion. Due 

to nature of the fieldresearch which needed a extensive, but short questionnaire, this item 

set was chosen. As Van Vliet (2018) shows, a much more comprehensive set of items can 

be used to be more precise about the level of emotion. 

An other limitation to the research is the inabilaty to analyze all the combined 

effects of the chosen experiential elements in SPSS. Analyses were made for all elements 

with the corresponding elements as co-variates. This proved to change the results of the 

conceptual models and points at a relationship between the chosen variables. To 

compensate for this inability an analysis was made between two groups, one with less 

experiential elements and with more elements. The results show that more elements have 

an significant effect on Engagement and is mediated by Nostalgia, but it does not make 

clear which combinations of elements are more effective. This leads to directions of 

future research, 
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The research results and limitations give some interesting directions for future 

research. First of all, an assumption is made in the research model that the more 

personalized offerings of the content in the digital touchpoints is the fundament of the 

effect on nostalgia. In this research this is not deepened, but a research focused on the 

specific nostalgic elements in the content offered by the touchpoints could be of great 

value. What specific types of nostalgia for which type of visitors? How do you 

personalize this offering? Also, more connection to the total journey (when do you offer 

these elements) could be valuable. And in addition to what extend can the experiences 

and engagement intentions created during the tour be extended into long lasting 

interactive relationships across multiple touchpoints and journeys? In addition, with the 

collected data more analysis could be made into the interconnectedness of all the 

variables, because of the high correlations between control, depended and mediating 

variables. 
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7. Conclusion 

This study started with the notion that due to fierce competition and the blurring of 

industry lines in sports and entertainment, the efforts on creating higher levels of fan 

engagement must be more effective to stay ahead. This research aimed to address this 

challenge by researching the effect of experience elements on engagement, since in 

academic literature these two fields of study are converging. The context specific 

variables of nostalgia and emotion were added after a review of sport tourism literature. 

To create a richer picture of engagement a connection was made with S-D logic informed 

engagement literature. This led to the following research question: In what way do digital 

experiential elements in the physical realm of stadium tours influence long-term 

commitment and value creation for stakeholders? 

The findings suggest that direct effects of experiential elements and engagement are 

significant. Although there is some difference between the models (Video had no direct 

effect only fully mediated), but this could be due to the discussed limitations. Although 

the tested hypotheses are not all supported it is clear that the mediating variables emotion 

and nostalgia are important to influence the level of engagement.  

To answer the research question: designing experiential elements with content 

focused on nostalgic and emotion provoking content can drive the intention of 

engagement. To make this long lasting the research indicates to be more personal and 

connected to the visitors and to view this Stadium tour as a physical part of a relationship 

that extends in the digital and global domain. The brand value of Ajax and the sensory 

elements of the stadium are combined into an extended experience that can be 

strengthened with the use of the nostalgia element. 
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Appendix 1 Descriptive statistics of the sample 

 
 
Table 5 Dates of collection 

Date Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

13-12-2019 177 42.2 42.2 42.2 
14-12-2019 84 20 20 62.3 
15-12-2019 34 8.1 8.1 70.4 
16-12-2019 62 14.8 14.8 85.2 
19-12-2019 62 14.8 14.8 100 
Total 419 100 100   

 

Table 6 Age groups 

  Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Under 18 25 6 6 6 
18 - 24 173 41.3 41.3 47.3 
25 - 34 108 25.8 25.8 73 
35 - 44 58 13.8 13.8 86.9 
45 - 54 35 8.4 8.4 95.2 
55 - 64 14 3.3 3.3 98.6 
65 - 74 6 1.4 1.4 100 
Total 419 100 100   

 

Table 7 Gender 

  Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Male 298 71.1 71.3 71.3 
Female 120 28.6 28.7 100 
Total 418 99.8 100  
Missing 1 0.2 

 
 

  419 100     
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Figure 7  Frequencies countries of residence 

 
 
Table 8  Times visited Johan Cruijff ArenA 
  Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent  
6 1.4 1.4 1.4 

0 344 82.1 82.1 83.5 
1 29 6.9 6.9 90.5 
2 12 2.9 2.9 94 
3 5 1.2 1.2 95.2 
4 2 0.5 0.5 95.9 
5 2 0.5 0.5 96.9 
6 2 0.5 0.5 97.6 
7 1 0.2 0.2 97.9 
10 2 0.5 0.5 90.9 
About 10x 2 0.5 0.5 99.5 
More than 10 1 0.2 0.2 99 
17 1 0.2 0.2 91.2 
30+ 1 0.2 0.2 95.5 
40 2 0.5 0.5 96.4 
50 1 0.2 0.2 97.1 
Every home game 1 0.2 0.2 98.1 
Regularly 1 0.2 0.2 98.3 
Many times 2 0.5 0.5 98.8 
Sometimes 1 0.2 0.2 99.8 
A lot 1 0.2 0.2 100 
Total 419 100 100   
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Table 9 Moment of purchase ticket to the Stadium Tour 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Today at the stadium 182 43.4 44.1 44.1 
Today via the webpage 43 10.3 10.4 54.5 
1-2 days ago 66 15.8 16 70.5 
3-5 days ago 18 4.3 4.4 74.8 
5-10 days ago 40 9.5 9.7 84.5 
Longer 64 15.3 15.5 100 
Total 413 98.6 100  

Missing 6 1.4   

  419 100     
 
Figure 8  Level of fanness soccer in general 
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Figure 9  Level of fanness Ajax 

 
 
Figure 10  Level of fanness Johan Cruijff ArenA 
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Appendix 2 Output mediation analysis SPSS 
	

Table 10 Output of mediation analysis Audio Guide 

Experiential element (X)           
 Coeff. SE p BootLLCI BootULCI 

  Emotion  
Audio2 (a1-path) -.107 .116 .356 -.334 .121 
  Nostalgia  
Audio2 (a2-path) -.122 .144 .398 -.406 .162 

 Engagement  
Emotion (b1-path) .539 .062 .000 .417 .662 
Nostalgia (b2-path) .400 .050 .000 .302 .498 

 Direct effect 
Audio2 (c'-path) .267 .128 .038 .016 .519 

 Total effect  
Audio2 (c=c'+a*b) .161 .164 .328 -.162 .484 
	

Table 11 Indirect effects audio on engagement 

Experiential element (X)         
 Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI 

  Indirect effect Emotion on Engagement (X) 
Audio2 (a1*b1-path) -.058 .066 -.194 .064 
  Indirect effect Nostalgia on Engagement (X) 
Audio2 (a2*b2-path) -.049 .064 -.181 .077 
  Indirect Total effect Engagement (X) 
Audio2 (a*b-path) -.107 .102 -.314 .089 
	

Table 12 Output of mediation analysis VR goggles 

Experiential element 
(X)           
 Coeff. SE p BootLLCI BootULCI 
  Outcome variable Emotion  
VR2 (a1-path) .162 .089 .069 -.013 .337 
  Outcome variable Nostalgia  
VR2 (a2-path) .143 .111 .201 -.076 .361 

 Engagement  
Emotion (b1-path) .524 .062 .000 .402 .646 
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Nostalgia (b2-path) .394 .050 .000 .297 .492 
 Direct effect 

VR2 (c'-path) .274 .099 .006 .080 .468 
 Total effect 

VR2 (c=c'+a*b) .415 .125 .001 .169 .661 
 

Table 13 Indirect effects VR on Engagement 

Experiential element 
(X)         

 Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI 
  Indirect effect Emotion on Engagement (X) 
VR2 (a1*b1-path) .085 .054 -.015 .198 
  Indirect effect Nostalgia on Engagement (X) 
VR2 (a2*b2-path) .056 .047 -.030 .153 
  Indirect Total effect Engagement (X) 
VR2 (a*b-path) .141 .085 -.018 .315 
	

Table 14 Output of the mediation analysis for touchscreen 

Experiential element 
(X)           

 Coeff. SE p BootLLCI BootULCI 
  Outcome variable Emotion  
Touch2 (a1-path) .151 .085 .076 -.016 .318 
  Outcome variable Nostalgia  
Touch2 (a2-path) .258 .106 .015 .050 .466 

 Engagement  
Emotion (b1-path) .529 .062 .000 .408 .651 
Nostalgia (b2-path) .384 .050 .000 .287 .483 

 Direct effect 
Touch2 (c'-path) .276 .094 .004 .090 .462 

 Total effect 
Touch2 (c=c'+a*b) .455 .119 .000 .221 .689 

 

Table 15 Indirect effects of Touscreen on Engagement 

Experiential element 
(X)         

 Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI 
  Indirect effect Emotion on Engagement (X) 
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Touch2 (a1*b1-path) .080 .046 -.009 .173 
  Indirect effect Nostalgia on Engagement (X) 
Touch2 (a2*b2-path) .099 .045 .019 .193 
  Indirect Total effect Engagement (X) 
Touch2 (a*b-path) .179 .076 .034 .332 

 
 
Table 16 Output of the mediation analysis of Video on Engagement 

Experiential element 
(X)           

 Coeff. SE p BootLLCI BootULCI 
  Outcome variable Emotion  
Video2 (a1-path) .266 .085 .002 .099 .434 
  Outcome variable Nostalgia  
Video2 (a2-path) .268 .107 .013 .058 .478 

 Engagement  
Emotion (b1-path) .529 .063 .000 .405 .652 
Nostalgia (b2-path) .395 .050 .000 .296 .493 

 Direct effect 
Video2 (c'-path) .099 .097 .306 -.091 .290 

 Total effect 
Video2 (c=c'+a*b) .346 .121 .005 .107 .584 

 

Table 17 Indirect effects of Video on Engagement 

Experiential element 
(X)         

 Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI 
  Indirect effect Emotion on Engagement (X) 
Video2 (a1*b1-path) .141 .053 .092 .407 
  Indirect effect Nostalgia on Engagement (X) 
Video2 (a2*b2-path) .106 .045 .021 .200 
  Indirect Total effect Engagement (X) 
Video2 (a*b-path) .247 .080 .092 .407 
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Table	18		Output	of	mediation	analysis	Less	Experiential	elements	vs	More	experiential	elements	

Less vs More elements           
 Coeff. SE p BootLLCI BootULCI 

  Outcome variable Emotion  
0,1,2  vs 3,4 (a1-path) .165 .090 .066 -.011 .341 
  Outcome variable Nostalgia  
0,1,2  vs 3,4  (a2-path) .313 .111 .005 .095 .532 

 Engagement  
Emotion (b1-path) .530 .062 .000 .409 .652 
Nostalgia (b2-path) .380 .050 .000 .282 .478 

 Direct effect 
0,1,2  vs 3,4  (c'-path) .322 .100 .001 .127 .518 

 Total effect 
0,1,2  vs 3,4 (c=c'+a*b) .529 .125 .000 .283 .774 
	

Table 19  Indirect effect Less Experiential elements vs More experiential elements 

Less vs More elements         
 Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI 

  Indirect effect Emotion on Engagement (X) 
0,1,2  vs 3,4 (a1*b1-path) .087 .047 -.003 .183 
  Indirect effect Nostalgia on Engagement (X) 
0,1,2  vs 3,4  (a2*b2-path) .119 .044 .039 .210 
  Indirect Total effect Engagement (X) 
0,1,2  vs 3,4 (a*b-path) .206 .075 .063 .357 
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Appendix 3 Questionnaires (English, Dutch, Spanish, Italian) 

 

                                                                                                                                                                  

 

Survey Stadium Tour ArenA 
 
Thank you for your visit to the Johan Cruijff ArenA Stadium Tour! We are currently studying how visitors 
experience the stadium tour. Your opinion is of great value. Naturally, your data will be processed anonymously 
in line with the new GDPR rules. When participating in this research you agree that the data is used for research 
purposes only. You are free to no longer participate at any moment.  
 
The questionnaire consists of two parts. The first part concerns the beginning of the tour and the second part the 
end. In total, it will take you about 5 minutes to finish the survey. Please note: there are no right or wrong 
answers. We really hope you want to participate so we can further develop the tour and continue to improve. We 
really appreciate your opinion!  
 
First part (before the tour) 
 

1 What is your age?  

 Under eighteen? Please let your parents give permission  

 

2 What is your gender?  

 

3 What is your country of residence?  

 
The following questions are about your level of involvement with Ajax or the Johan Cruijff ArenA   
 
How much do you agree with the following statement? 
 

  Strongly                         Neutral                       Strongly  
disagree                                                                agree         

4 I pay a lot of attention to anything about 

soccer (national and international leagues) 

 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

5 I am heavily into Ajax 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

6 I am heavily into all things that happen at 

Johan Cruijff ArenA 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

7 How many times have you visited the Johan 

Cruijff ArenA before? 

 

 

8 When did you purchase (or arranged) your 

ticket for the Stadium tour? 

      Today at the stadium 

      Today via the webpage 

      1-2 days ago 

      3-5 days ago 

      5-10 days ago 

      Longer 
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Second Part (after the tour) 
Please only fill out this part after the tour. We hope you had a nice Stadium Tour. This part contains some 

specific questions about your evaluation of the tour, next to questions about how the tour made you relive the 

past and questions about your engagement towards Ajax and the Johan Cruijff ArenA. 

 
9 Did you use the Audio Guide?   Yes  No   

 
 
 
The following questions are about your overall feeling towards the Stadium Tour 

 Overall, the stadium tour made me feel…. Strongly                          Neutral                        Strongly 
disagree                                                                   agree         

10 Comfortable  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

11 Happy  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

12 Satisfied 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

13 Entertained  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

14 Relaxed  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

15 Amused 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

The following questions are about your pleasant feelings from the past you get from visiting the Johan Cruijff 

ArenA Stadium Tour 

 The stadium tour…. Strongly                         Neutral                      Strongly 
disagree                                                                 agree         

16 Made me remember my favorite players  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

17 Made me think of my favorite team from the 

past  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

19 Brought back positive memories shared with 

others at previous sport events  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

20 Made me proud of being a sports fan  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

21 Gave me positive feelings about myself as a 

sport fan  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

22 Made me feel pride of being part of my 

group at past sporting events  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 
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The following questions are about your level of engagement with Johan Cruijff ArenA and Ajax 

 How much do you agree with the following 
statement? 

Strongly                         Neutral                       Strongly 
disagree                                                                 agree 

23 I want to provide feedback about my 

experiences with the Johan Cruijff ArenA and 

Ajax 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

24 I want to share my knowledge and experience 

for developing new ideas and opportunities for 

Johan Cruijff ArenA and Ajax 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

25 I will not actively discuss Johan Cruijff 

ArenA or Ajax on any media 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

26 The tour makes me part of Ajax and I will 

mention it in my conversations 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

27 The tour makes me part of Johan Cruijff 

ArenA and I will mention it in my 

conversations 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

28 I enjoy referring the Johan Cruijff ArenA and 

Ajax to friends and relatives 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

Did you interact with one or more of the following media during the tour? 

29 VR Goggles    

Yes                           No 

30 Touchscreen with video content in 

the mixed zone  

 

Yes                          No 

31 Video screen in the pressroom 

 

Yes                          No 

 

Thank you very much for participating in this Survey. If you have any questions, please contact Wouter Groot 

of Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences w.j.c.groot@hva.nl 
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Vragenlijst Johan Cruijff ArenA Stadiontour  
 
Hartelijk dank voor uw bezoek aan de Johan Cruijff ArenA Stadiontour! Momenteel doen we onderzoek naar de 
beleving van bezoekers van de stadiontour. Uw mening wordt zeer gewaardeerd. Als u meewerkt aan dit 
onderzoek gaat u ermee akkoord dat de data gebruikt wordt voor uitsluitend onderzoeksdoeleinden. Uiteraard 
worden uw gegevens anoniem verwerkt in lijn met de huidige AVG-wetgeving. We vragen u beide delen van de 
vragenlijst geheel in te vullen, maar het staat u vrij om te stoppen op elk moment. 
 
De vragenlijst bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste gedeelte is voor bij het begin van de tour. Het tweede gedeelte 
is voor het einde van tour. In totaal bent u 5 minuten bezig. Het fijne is dat u geen goede of foute antwoorden 
kunt geven, het gaat om uw eigen beleving. We hopen van harte dat u even de tijd wilt nemen om mee te 
werken zodat we de tour verder kunnen ontwikkelen en verbeteren. Bij voorbaat dank voor uw deelname! 
 
Eerste deel (voor de tour) 
Algemeen 

1 Wat is uw leeftijd?  

 Jonger dan 18? Vraag alsjeblieft je ouders om toestemming  

 

2 Wat is uw gender?  

 

3 In welk land woont u?  

 
De volgende vragen gaan over uw mate van betrokkenheid bij Ajax en de Johan Cruijff ArenA. 
 
In welke mate bent u het eens met de volgende stellingen? 

  Helemaal                       Neutraal                    Helemaal  
oneens                                                                     eens        

4 Ik besteed veel aandacht aan alles dat met 

voetbal te maken heeft (internationale en 

nationale competities) 

 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

5 Ik hou erg van Ajax 

 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

6 Ik ben erg bezig met alles dat bij de Johan 

Cruijff ArenA gebeurt 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

7 Hoe vaak heeft u al een bezoek gebracht aan 

de Johan Cruijff ArenA? 

 

 

8 Wanneer heeft u het ticket voor de 

Stadiontour gekocht (of geregeld)? 

      Vandaag in het stadion 

      Vandaag op de website 

      1-2 dagen geleden 

      3-5 dagen geleden 

      5-10 dagen geleden 

      Langer geleden 
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Tweede deel (na de tour) 
 

Dit gedeelte graag invullen na de tour We hopen dat u een goede Stadiontour heeft gehad. Dit gedeelte bevat 

specifieke vragen over uw evaluatie van de tour. Aangevuld met vragen over mogelijke herinneringen die dit 

heeft opgeroepen en uw verbondenheid met Ajax en de Johan Cruijff ArenA. 

 
9 Heeft u de audiogids gebruikt   Ja  Nee   

 
 
 
De volgende vragen gaan over uw algemene gevoel over de Stadiontour 

 De Stadion Tour gaf me over het algemeen 
het volgende gevoel … 

Helemaal                       Neutraal                    Helemaal  
oneens                                                                     eens        

10 Comfortabel 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

11 Blij 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

12 Tevreden 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

13 Vermaakt 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

14 Ontspannen 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

15 Geamuseerd 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

De volgende vragen gaan over uw positieve gevoelens uit het verleden die u krijgt door het volgen van de 

Stadiontour 

 De Stadiontour…. Helemaal                       Neutraal                    Helemaal  
oneens                                                                     eens        

16 Heeft me aan mijn favoriete spelers doen 

denken 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

17 Heeft me aan mijn favoriete team uit het 

verleden doen denken 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

19 Gaf me positieve herinneringen aan eerdere 

sportevenementen samen met anderen  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

20 Maakte me trots een sportfan te zijn 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

21 Gaf me positieve gevoelens over mezelf als 

sportfan 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

22 Gaf me een trots gevoel om deel uit te maken 
van mijn groep bij eerdere sportevenementen 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

 

 

De volgende vragen gaan over uw mate van betrokkenheid (engagement) bij de Johan Cruijff ArenA en Ajax. 
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 In welke mate bent u het eens met de 
volgende stellingen? 

Helemaal                       Neutraal                    Helemaal  
oneens                                                                     eens        

23 Ik wil graag feedback geven over mijn 

ervaringen met de Johan Cruijff ArenA en 

Ajax. 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

24 Ik wil graag mijn kennis en ervaring delen 

voor het ontwikkelen van nieuwe ideeën en 

mogelijkheden voor Johan Cruijff ArenA en 

Ajax. 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

25 Ik zal Johan Cruijff ArenA en Ajax op geen 

enkele manier actief bespreken via (social) 

media kanalen 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

26 De tour maakt me onderdeel van Ajax en ik 

zal het in mijn gesprekken vermelden 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

27 De tour maakt me onderdeel van de Johan 

Cruijff ArenA en ik zal het in mijn gesprekken 

vermelden 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

28 Ik vind het leuk om Johan Cruijff ArenA en 

Ajax aan te bevelen bij mijn vrienden en 

familie 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

Did you interact with one or more of the following media during the tour? 

29 VR bril  

Ja                        Nee 

30 Touchscreen met video’s in de 

‘mixed zone’ 

 

Ja                         Nee 

31 Videoscherm in de perskamer 

 

Ja                          Nee 

 

Hartelijk dank voor uw bijdrage aan deze vragenlijst. Als u vragen heeft kunt u gerust opnemen met Wouter 

Groot van de Hogeschool van Amsterdam: w.j.c.groot@hva.nl 
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Encuesta sobre la visita del estadio ArenA 
 
¡Gracias por haber realizado el tour del estadio Johan Cruijff ArenA! Actualmente estamos analizando la 
experiencia de los visitantes que realizan el tour del estadio. Su opinión es muy valiosa para nosotros. Por 
supuesto, sus datos se tratan de manera anónima, en consonancia con las nuevas directrices del RGPD. Si 
participa en este estudio, acepta que los datos se utilizarán únicamente con fines de investigación. Tiene 
absoluta libertad para interrumpir su participación en cualquier momento.  
 
El cuestionario consta de dos partes. La primera se refiere al comienzo del tour, mientras que la segunda está 
enfocada al final. En total, realizar la encuesta le llevará unos 5 minutos. Tenga en cuenta que no hay respuestas 
correctas o incorrectas. Esperamos que participe para ayudarnos a mejorar el tour y seguir ofreciendo un 
servicio cada vez mejor. ¡Su opinión es muy importante!  
 
Primera parte (antes del tour) 
 

1 ¿Cuántos años tiene?  

 ¿Eres menor de edad? En ese caso, pide permiso a tus padres  

 

2 ¿Cuál es su género?  

 

3 ¿Cuál es su país de residencia?  

 
Las siguientes preguntas se refieren a su nivel de implicación con el Ajax o el Johan Cruijff ArenA   
 
¿En qué medida está de acuerdo con las siguientes afirmaciones? 
  Totalmente                   Neutral                    Totalmente  

en desacuerdo                                 de acuerdo         
4 Me interesa mucho todo lo relacionado con el 

fútbol (competición nacional y ligas 

internacionales) 

 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

5 Soy un gran seguidor del Ajax 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

6 Me interesa mucho todo lo relacionado con el 

Johan Cruijff ArenA 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

7 ¿Cuántas veces ha visitado el Johan Cruijff 

ArenA? 

 

 

8 ¿Cuándo compró las entradas (o planificó) 

para el tour del estadio? 

      Hoy mismo, en el propio estadio 

      Hoy mismo, a través de la página web 

      Hace 1-2 días 

      Hace 3-5 días 

      Hace 5-10 días 

      Hace más tiempo 
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Segunda parte (tras el tour) 
No responda a esta parte hasta después de haber realizado el tour. Esperamos que haya disfrutado de la visita 

del estadio. Esta parte incluye preguntas concretas sobre cómo valora el tour, además de otras relacionadas con 

cómo la visita le ha hecho revivir el pasado y con su grado de afinidad con el Ajax y el Johan Cruijff ArenA. 

 
9 ¿Ha utilizado la audioguía?   Sí  No   

 
 
 
Las siguientes preguntas se refieren a sus sensaciones en general sobre el tour del estadio 

 En general, el tour del estadio me ha 
hecho sentir…. 

Totalmente                        Neutral                 Totalmente  
en desacuerdo                                                 de acuerdo         

10 Cómodo/a  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

11 Contento/a  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

12 Satisfecho/a 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

13 Entretenido/a  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

14 Relajado/a  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

15 Divertido/a 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

Las siguientes preguntas se refieren a esos sentimientos agradables del pasado que recuerda al hacer la visita 

del estadio Johan Cruijff ArenA 

 La visita del estadio…. Totalmente                    Neutral                     Totalmente 
en desacuerdo                                                  de acuerdo         

16 Me ha hecho acordarme de mis jugadores 

favoritos  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

17 Me ha hecho pensar en mi equipo favorito 

del pasado  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

19 Me ha traído buenos recuerdos con otras 

personas en acontecimientos deportivos del 

pasado  

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

20 Me ha hecho sentir orgulloso/a de ser 

seguidor/a del deporte  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

21 Me ha hecho sentir bien como seguidor/a del 

deporte  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

22 Me ha hecho sentir orgulloso/a de formar 

parte de un grupo en acontecimientos 

deportivos del pasado  

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

Las siguientes preguntas se centran en su grado de afinidad con el Johan Cruijff ArenA y el Ajax 
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 ¿En qué medida está de acuerdo con las 
siguientes afirmaciones? 

Totalmente                   Neutral                    Totalmente 
en desacuerdo                                                de acuerdo 

23 Quiero ofrecer mi opinión sobre mis 

experiencias en el Johan Cruijff ArenA y con 

el Ajax 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

24 Quiero aportar mis conocimientos y 

experiencia para desarrollar nuevas ideas y 

oportunidades para el Johan Cruijff ArenA y 

el Ajax 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

25 No quiero participar en conversaciones sobre 

el Johan Cruijff ArenA o el Ajax en cualquier 

medio 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

26 La visita hace que sienta que formo parte del 

Ajax y pienso mencionarlo en mis 

conversaciones 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

27 La visita hace que sienta que formo parte del 

Johan Cruijff ArenA y pienso mencionarlo en 

mis conversaciones 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

28 Me gusta hablar del Johan Cruijff ArenA y el 

Ajax a mis amigos y familiares 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

¿Ha interactuado con alguno de los siguientes medios durante el recorrido? 

29 Gafas de realidad virtual    

Sí                           No 

30 Pantalla táctil con contenido de vídeo 

en la zona mixta  

 

Sí                          No 

31 Pantalla de vídeo en la sala de prensa 

 

Sí                          No 

 

Muchas gracias por participar en esta encuesta. Si tiene cualquier pregunta, póngase en contacto con Wouter 

Groot, de la Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas de Ámsterdam: w.j.c.groot@hva.nl 
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Sondaggio sulla visita guidata dello Stadio ArenA 
 
Grazie per avere partecipato alla visita guidata dello Stadio Johan Cruijff ArenA! Desideriamo sapere come i 
visitatori percepiscono la visita guidata dello stadio. La Sua opinione è molto preziosa. Naturalmente, i Suoi dati 
saranno trattati in modo anonimo, nel rispetto delle nuove norme RGPD. Partecipando a questa ricerca, Lei 
accetta che i Suoi dati vengano utilizzati esclusivamente a scopi di ricerca. Può interrompere la Sua 
partecipazione in qualunque momento.  
 
Il questionario è composto da due parti. La prima parte riguarda l’inizio della visita guidata, e la seconda parte 
la fine. Occorrono 5 minuti in totale per completare il sondaggio. Non vi sono domande giuste o sbagliate. Ci 
auguriamo che Lei sia disponibile a partecipare, per permetterci di continuare a sviluppare la visita guidata e di 
migliorare ulteriormente. Siamo felici di conoscere la Sua opinione!  
 
Prima parte (prima della visita guidata) 
 

1 Quanti anni ha?  

 Meno di diciotto? Chieda l’autorizzazione dei genitori  

 

2 Qual è il Suo genere?  

 

3 Qual è il Suo paese di residenza?  

 
Le domande seguenti riguardano il Suo livello di coinvolgimento per Ajax o per la Johan Cruijff ArenA   
 
In quale misura concorda con l’affermazione seguente? 
 

  Discordo                         Neutrale                  Concordo  
totalmente                                                      totalmente         

4 Sono molto attento a tutto ciò che riguarda il 

calcio (squadre nazionali e internazionali) 

 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

5 Sono molto coinvolto nell’Ajax 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

6 Sono molto coinvolto in tutto ciò che avviene 

alla Johan Cruijff ArenA 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

7 Quante volte ha visitato la Johan Cruijff 

ArenA in precedenza? 

 

 

8 Quando ha acquistato (o organizzato per) il 

biglietto per la visita guidata dello Stadio? 

      Oggi allo stadio 

      Oggi tramite la pagina web 

      1-2 giorni fa 

      3-5 giorni fa 

      5-10 giorni fa 

      Più tempo fa 
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Seconda parte (dopo la visita guidata) 
La preghiamo di compilare questa parte soltanto dopo la visita guidata. Ci auguriamo che la visita guidata dello 

Stadio sia stata piacevole. Questa parte contiene alcune domande specifiche sulla Sua valutazione della visita 

guidata, oltre a domande su come la visita guidata Le ha fatto rivivere il passato e domande sul Suo 

coinvolgimento per Ajax e lo stadio Johan Cruijff ArenA. 

 
9 Ha utilizzato l'audioguida?   Sì  No   

 
 
 
Le domande seguenti riguardano la Sua percezione generale della visita guidata dello stadio 

 In generale, durante la visita mi sono 
sentito…. 

Discordo                         Neutrale                    Concordo 
totalmente                                                       totalmente         

10 A mio agio  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

11 Contento  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

12 Soddisfatto 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

13 Intrattenuto  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

14 Rilassato  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

15 Divertito 1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

Le domande seguenti riguardano le Sue sensazioni gradevoli del passato che ha avuto durante la visita guidata 

dello stadio Johan Cruijff ArenA 

 La visita guidata dello stadio.... Discordo                         Neutrale                    Concordo 
totalmente                                                       totalmente         

16 Mi ha fatto ricordare i miei giocatori preferiti  1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

17 Mi ha fatto ricordare la mia squadra preferita 

del passato  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

19 Mi ha richiamato ricordi positivi condivisi 

con altri in occasione di eventi sportivi 

precedenti  

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

20 Mi ha fatto sentire orgoglioso di essere un 

tifoso  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

21 Mi ha rimandato sensazioni positive su di me 

come tifoso  
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

22 Mi ha fatto sentire orgoglioso di fare parte 

del mio gruppo in occasione di eventi 

sportivi passati  

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 
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Le domande seguenti riguardano il Suo livello di coinvolgimento per lo stadio Johan Cruijff ArenA e Ajax 

 In quale misura concorda con 
l’affermazione seguente? 

Discordo                         Neutrale                  Concordo 
totalmente                                                      totalmente 

23 Desidero dare un feedback sulle mie 

esperienze con lo stadio Johan Cruijff ArenA 

e Ajax 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

24 Desidero condividere le mie conoscenze e la 

mia esperienza per sviluppare nuove idee e 

opportunità per lo stadio Johan Cruijff ArenA 

e Ajax 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

25 Non parlerò attivamente dello stadio Johan 

Cruijff ArenA o Ajax sui media 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

26 La visita guidata mi fa sentire parte di Ajax e 

ne parlerò nelle mie conversazioni 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

27 La visita guidata mi fa sentire parte dello 

stadio Johan Cruijff Arena e ne parlerò nelle 

mie conversazioni 

1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

28 Mi piace parlare dello stadio Johan Cruijff 

ArenA e di Ajax ad amici e parenti 
1            2            3            4            5            6            7 

 

Ha interagito con uno o più dei seguenti media durante la visita guidata? 

29 VR Goggles    

Sì   No   

30 Schermo touch con contenuti video 

nella zona mista  

 

Sì   No   

31 Schermo nella sala stampa 

 

Sì   No 

 

Grazie per avere partecipato a questo Sondaggio. Per eventuali domande, mettersi in contatto con Wouter Groot 

dell’Università di Amsterdam di Scienze Applicate all’indirizzo w.j.c.groot@hva.nl 
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Appendix 4 Procedure Fieldwork AUAS workstudents (Dutch) 
 

 

 

 1 

Dank je voor je medewerking! Hieronder vind je praktische informatie over de 
werkzaamheden en de context van het onderzoek 

 
Plaats en tijden 
 
Locatie:   Johan Cruijff ArenA Amsterdam 
Ingang:   Hoofdingang E 
Aanvangstijd:   9.00 
Contact:  Wouter Groot – 06-21156964 
Route: 
https://www.wizzymaps.com/johancruijff/arena/basis.php?showinfo=fid_ing.E_0_1809_204
8_20_20_1&layer=0&lang=first&w=info&plek=9198i0 
 

 
 

Opzet van het onderzoek 
 
Dit onderzoek is onderdeel van het innovatieprogramma van de Johan Cruijff ArenA. De 
Hogeschool van Amsterdam is partner in dit programma en wij dragen bij door opdrachten 
in het onderwijs mee te nemen, studenten te koppelen via stages en afstuderen en door 
onderzoek naar de innovaties die in het stadion plaatsvinden.  
 
Vandaag delen we een vragenlijst uit om het effect van verschillende digitale media 
(audiotour, vr etc) die tijdens de stadiontour worden gebruikt op engagement 
(betrokkenheid, loyaliteit) van de bezoekers te meten.  
 
De vragenlijst bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste deel vullen de bezoekers voor de start van 
de tour in. Het tweede deel nadat ze de tour hebben gelopen. Op beide plekken is iemand 
aanwezig om de vragenlijsten uit te delen en in te nemen.  
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Het is van groot belang dat de twee delen aan elkaar te koppelen zijn, dus dat we weten dat 
ze door dezelfde persoon zijn ingevuld. Daarvoor krijgt elke deelnemer twee bonnetjes met 
hetzelfde nummertje: één wordt aan het eerste deel van de vragenlijst geniet, de tweede 
krijgt de deelnemer mee (goed bewaren) en wordt aan het tweede deel van de vragenlijst 
geniet. 
 
De vragenlijsten zijn in de volgende talen: Engels, Spaans, Italiaans en Nederland. Per 
deelnemer moet er dus de juiste taal geselecteerd worden.  
 
Het plan is dat de tourguide die de groep meeneemt door het stadion centraal aankondigt 
dat wij dit onderzoek doen en dat jij de vragenlijsten uitdeelt aan de mensen die mee willen 
werken. Als het niet lukt het centraal te doen, dan kan jij dat zelf doen, of je probeert de 
deelnemers individueel aan te spreken. 

• Per groep zijn er maximaal 25 deelnemers. 

• Elk half uur start er een tour. 9.30 is de eerste, 16.30 de laatste. 

Procedure 
 
Begin van de tour op verzamelplek 
  

• Stadiontour bezoekers verzamelen zich voor het begin van de tour. 
• De Tourguide geeft centraal aan dat de surveys worden uitgedeeld OF jij doet dat 

per bezoeker 
• Je spreekt de bezoekers aan of ze mee willen werken aan de survey.  
• Je maakt duidelijk dat de vragenlijst uit twee delen bestaat. Tweede deel aan het 

einde van de tour. 
• Je deelt het eerste deel vragenlijst uit in de juiste taal (clipboard en pen aanwezig) 
• Je geef de bezoeker een bonnetje met een nummertje en maakt hetzelfde 

nummertje aan de vragenlijst vast (nieten). Dit is cruciaal om het tweede deel te 
koppelen aan het eerste deel. 

• Je neemt de vragenlijst in 
• Je schrijft begintijd van de tour op de vragenlijst. 
• Je verzamelt alle vragenlijsten bij elkaar. 

  
• Bezoeker begint tour en neemt bonnetje met nummer mee 
 

Einde van de tour na Hall of Fame 
  

• Tweede persoon staat na de Hall of Fame (=einde tour) 
• Geeft mensen met een bonnetje die de Hall of Fame uit komen het tweede deel van 

de vragenlijst aan in de juiste taal. 
• Neemt de vragenlijst in en niet het bonnetje aan de juiste vragenlijst (zo 

correspondeert het met het eerste gedeelte) 
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Lunch 
 
Het doel is om zo veel mogelijk tourdeelnemers de vragenlijst in te laten vullen. We hebben 
er in totaal minstens 200 nodig waarvan 100 de audiotour hebben gebruikt. 
 
Rond lunchtijd starten er twee tours (12.00 en 12.30.) Er is dus tijd om te lunchen, maar je 
moet wel aanwezig zijn om de vragenlijsten op dat moment uit te delen. Van tevoren lunch 
meenemen is dus handig. Kosten kan je declareren 
 

Declaraties 
 
De declaratie kan je indienen via de volgende link: 
https://declaraties.hva.nl/ 
 

• Vul voor het totaalbedrag je aantal gewerkte uren maal 10 (euro) in.  

• Voeg je reiskosten en tickets/bonnetjes toe. 

 
Neem de volgende gegevens op: 
 
 

 
 
 
SUCCES! 


